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ABSTRACT 

Moon, Hyunyoung, Eun-Young Kwon and Kyeongmin Woo. 2023. Technology-

enhanced suggestions for customizing CLIL materials: With the topic of virtual 

humans. Korean Journal of English Language and Linguistics 23, 696-712. 

 

This study investigated the intricate dynamics surrounding the public reception of the 

virtual influencer Rozy in South Korea, utilizing a text-mining approach on data 

extracted from popular platforms such as Naver, YouTube, and Instagram. Drawing 

from a vast corpus of user comments, the research revealed significant differences in 

public sentiments and narratives, a phenomenon distinctly modulated by the 

individual characteristics of each platform and varying degrees of user anonymity: 

Naver, offering the highest level of user anonymity, resulted in a lot of critical 

comments towards the virtual influencer, while YouTube centered more on 

technological discourse and Instagram gathered positive engagements. Additionally, 

this study showcased the development of an English wordlist by utilizing Python 

libraries for collecting corpus data from platforms such as Google News, YouTube, 

and Quora, which can be useful sources for learners in CLIL classrooms, fostering 

deeper engagement with the emergent influencer culture. It emphasized the necessity 

of a nuanced approach in data collection and analysis, recognizing the distinct 

characteristics of each platform and the content they host, thereby contributing 

significantly to CLIL pedagogy through the creation of an English wordlist developed 

from authentic materials, fostering enhanced learner engagement. 
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1. Introduction 

 

With the advent of the Fourth Industrial Revolution, terms like ‘artificial intelligence (AI),’ ‘virtual humans,’ 

and ‘metaverse’ have become increasingly prevalent. The trend extends to academic settings; textbooks, especially 

those for college English courses, consistently feature topics related to technology, future technologies, and AI, 

underscoring the blend of current trends and student interests (Chase and Johannsen 2019).  

However, a gap emerges when considering that many Korean students gravitate more towards domestic issues 

than foreign cases, yet most university English textbooks, being foreign publications, often overlook domestic 

situations. This emphasizes the importance of understanding complex concepts or societal phenomena within one's 

cultural context, preferably in one's native language. Content and Language Integrated Learning (CLIL) is a 

pedagogical approach that emphasizes both content and language. By actively utilizing scaffolding, this approach 

provides necessary language support through concepts such as translanguaging and code-switching (Tsou 2018).  

The primary goal of this research is to examine how Koreans perceive a particular subject, with the intention of 

aiding CLIL educators and learners in Korea to activate their existing knowledge structures, and seek to help the 

learners express their views with regard to the topic in English. To achieve this, an analysis of social media big 

data was conducted to understand Koreans' perceptions of Rozy, a virtual human and influencer in South Korea, 

as a preliminary step in schema activation, and practical methods utilizing Python libraries for instructors to create 

vocabulary lists based on authentic textual materials from various platforms were proposed. Consequently, this 

research aims to offer pedagogical suggestions to domestic CLIL instructors who teach AI-related content.  

 

 

2. Literature Review 

 

2.1 Virtual Influencers and the Rise of Rozy in South Korea 

 

The emergence of virtual influencers, a vibrant aspect of modern advertising and entertainment, can trace its 

roots back to animation characters of yesteryears. Initially, these characters found utility as tools for advertising in 

the 1940s, but the genesis of virtual characters performing as “virtual celebrities” began in the mid-1990s in Japan 

(Conti, Gathani and Tricomi 2022, p. 2). This period witnessed a transition of these entities from mere computer-

generated imagery (CGI) characters to influential figures hosting offline events and festivals (Black 2008, Rahmi, 

Rahmat and Saleha 2018, Kobayashi and Taguchi 2019). However, it was only in 2016 with the introduction of 

Lil Miquela, a virtual entity with a human-like appearance and personality, that the concept of a “virtual influencer” 

truly took shape. Lil Miquela opened up a new era, actively participating in marketing and social campaigns, 

predominantly on Instagram, a platform most frequented for influencer marketing (Conti, Gathani and Tricomi 

2022, Drenten and Brooks 2020, Rodrigo-Martin, Rodrigo-Martin and Munoz-Sastre 2021). 

South Korea swiftly embraced this phenomenon, becoming a hotspot for virtual influencers. In August 2022, 

CNN highlighted the exponential growth of virtual influencer marketing in Korea, underscoring figures like Rozy, 

who amassed a following ranging from 32,000 to 3.9 million (Yeung and Bae 2022, Rasmussen 2022). Rozy, a 

brainchild of Sidus Studio X, made a groundbreaking debut in a commercial by ShinhanLife on July 1, 2021. This 

CGI entity, characterized by her unique features and engaging persona, significantly deviated from conventional 

Korean beauty standards, fostering a substantial following and an impressive number of views on YouTube. 

Rozy, despite being an entrancing figure, was not the first virtual being in Korea, a title held by Adam who 

debuted in 1998. Yet, she marked a departure from the earlier virtual characters by establishing a vivid, interactive 
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presence on social media platforms, regularly posting content and fostering an almost human-like connection with 

her audience (Ahn and Lee 2021). Despite her realism causing unease amongst a faction who perceive her as a 

precursor to the replacement of human jobs (Hiort 2022), Rozy’s intrigue has encapsulated millions, becoming a 

sought-after entity for corporate collaborations and lifestyle promotions. 

The advent of virtual figures like Rozy has stirred varied sentiments amongst the populace, raising questions 

about their reception—are they perceived as threats or fascinating innovations? Addressing these queries 

necessitates a comprehensive analysis of discourse on popular Korean social media platforms, utilizing text-mining 

methodologies to gauge the breadth and depth of public sentiment (Park 2022, Lee 2021, Park et al. 2022, Lee and 

Ma 2022). Existing studies, although predominantly focused on specific characteristics of virtual influencers like 

fashion and physical attractiveness, have begun venturing into analyses of real consumer responses. One notable 

study employed Python and Textom to evaluate reactions to Rozy on Instagram, reporting a majority of positive 

responses (Park and Koo 2022). 

As the influence of virtual personalities continues to expand globally, with many like APOKI, Lechat, Rina, and 

others amassing significant popularity, comprehending the wider societal implications and responses becomes 

imperative. Rozy, in particular, serves as a focal point for evaluating the dynamic between virtual influencers and 

young audiences, especially considering her resonance amongst a specific group of young people and the 

consequent research dedicated to studying her (Lee and Ma 2022, Hwang and Lee 2021, Lee 2021). Rozy, notably, 

stands as a pivotal figure for understanding the interaction between virtual influencers and young audiences, 

particularly in the context of her significant impact on a distinctive demographic of young individuals, including 

learners of a foreign language. This unique group is not only cognizant of the issues surrounding virtual beings 

but also harbors formed opinions on the matter, which is why it is important to incorporate the analysis of user 

comments on Rozy within classroom discussions, particularly in English classrooms. The critical focus of these 

learning environments should be to foster student motivation, encouraging them to engage with contemporary 

subjects that resonate with them. These studies pinpoint the limitation in her appeal, grounded in the phenomenon 

of the uncanny valley, which explores the complex relationship between a robot's human resemblance and the 

emotional responses elicited (Cho and Han 2022, Conti, Gathani and Tricomi 2022, Drenten and Brooks 2020, 

Rodrigo-Martin, Rodrigo-Martin and Munoz-Sastre 2021). As discourse on virtual influencers matures, it is set to 

offer a richer understanding of the societal repercussions and nuanced perspectives associated with these digital 

entities. Incorporating this evolving dialogue into classroom discussions will be vital, fostering a generation adept 

at navigating and critiquing the ever-changing digital landscape with depth and discernment. 

 

2.2 Content and Language Integrated Learning (CLIL) 

 

CLIL is an educational approach that emerged in Europe in the 1990s with the purpose of effectively teaching 

English by integrating both content and language instruction (Coyle, Hood and Marsh 2010). Halliwell (1992) 

defined CLIL as the integration of language and other subjects to enable practical communication, highlighting 

the advantage of providing learners with real contexts for language use through cross-disciplinary activities. 

According to Coyle et al. (2010), CLIL demands cognitive processes from learners, which they refer to as 

cognition. This implies that CLIL not only offers learners authentic opportunities for communication but also aids 

in cognitive development. Evidence from Europe and Asia reveals positive effects on learners' English 

communication skills and cognitive abilities after the implementation of CLIL programs (Arribas 2016, Lee and 

Chang 2008). Given these benefits, CLIL can be seen as a necessary instructional method in English education in 

the country. 
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Differentiating CLIL from Content-Based Instruction (CBI), Figure 1 illustrates that CBI places a stronger 

emphasis on language education, while Immersion predominantly focuses on content. In contrast, CLIL integrates 

both content and language instruction without favoring one over the other.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. The Comparison of Immersion, CLIL and CBI (Adapted from Kim 2021, p.21) 

 

Coyle et al. (2010) similarly note that Immersion from Canada, CBI from America, and CLIL from Europe are 

dual-focused pedagogical approaches originating from various regions. However, all these approaches converge 

in integrating content and language, with CLIL showing distinct characteristics. 

The Immersion program teaches all subjects in a second language without explicitly teaching that language, 

while CBI concentrates on second language learning to bridge subjects and the target language for students with 

limited English proficiency. CLIL, conversely, prioritizes concurrent content and language instruction without 

implicit preference for either aspect (Coyle 2007). This distinction is illustrated in Figure 1. Although CLIL and 

CBI both integrate content and language learning objectives, CLIL is better suited for English as a Foreign 

Language (EFL) settings and benefits students in terms of native and foreign language as well as content learning. 

Furthermore, translanguaging strategies are applicable in the CLIL context, using the learners' mother tongue as a 

tool to learn academic English (Tsou 2018).  

In CLIL-based education, it might be proposed to incorporate edtech strategies, specifically by utilizing a word 

list developed through Python libraries and NLP. This tailored list could potentially familiarize learners with 

relevant vocabulary. By integrating this list into edtech platforms, educators might have an avenue to personalize 

quizzes and introduce interactive tools such as flashcards and vocabulary games. This approach could offer a richer 

learning experience, possibly aiding in assessments, fostering collaborative discussions, and ensuring students 

engage with crucial vocabulary, pointing towards a data-driven approach in language instruction. 

 

 

3. Methods 

 

3.1 Data Collection 

 

This study employed two different data collection techniques. The first data collection of comments was called 

over the span of a year, beginning on July 1, 2021, when Rozy emerged as a virtual influencer. The primary 

objective of the whole data collection process was to help foster a dynamic environment for English-learning 

students to critically engage with and discuss the overall landscape of virtual influencers in their own language, 

which was to ignite interest in English-learning students through Korean comments concerning virtual influencers. 

The researchers conducted a thorough data collection process, analyzing user comments to spur engagement and 
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reflection on virtual humans’ topics. A substantial dataset was gathered from various sources, including 2,375 

comments on 151 Naver articles, 1,999 comments on 50 YouTube clips, and 14,253 comments on 287 Instagram 

feeds using the keyword “gasang ingan Rozy,” translating to “the virtual influencer, Rozy.” To facilitate this, the 

NetMiner software and the SNS Collector were utilized for social network and semantic analysis of large datasets, 

extracting data from platforms like Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, and Instagram. Due to the individual Open API 

regulations of these platforms, Naver was incompatible with SNS Collector version 2.5.2 (2021b), necessitating 

Python for data extraction, while YouTube and Instagram data were gathered through the SNS Collector. The 

research culminated using NetMiner version 4.4.2C for keyword frequency and semantic network analysis, 

alongside data visualization, effectively encapsulating the research outcomes. 

The second data collection method was aimed at developing an authentic English word list to aid students in 

enhancing their speaking and English composition skills during English classes. To achieve this, the researchers 

utilized various Python libraries to extract and analyze real-world language usage from platforms like Quora, 

Google News, and YouTube. This approach was intended to furnish students with a resource that could help them 

comprehend and adapt to the nuanced English usage in different contexts. Using Python libraries such as Beautiful 

Soup and NLTK, a considerable volume of text data was extracted from these platforms, forming the basis of the 

authentic word list. This list would not only facilitate a more realistic approach to English learning but also assist 

students in distinguishing the varied nuances in language across different mediums, consequently helping to 

improve their English communication skills. In this way, for the second data collection process, researchers utilized 

technologies to create a resource for genuine language use, encouraging a more profound understanding of English 

language intricacies in real-world settings. 

As shown in Figure 2, in order to collect data from Google News articles regarding ‘Virtual Influencers,’ the 

Python scripts utilize libraries such as Selenium WebDriver, openpyxl, and others can be imported to facilitate 

browser automation and data handling. Following this, two functions named get_driver and save_excel are defined, 

with the former initializing a web driver instance with specific browser settings, and the latter for the process of 

saving data into an Excel file. Next, the script opens up the web driver and directs it to Google News’ search page, 

where it conducts a search query for “Virtual Influencer.” Consequently, a loop commences, iterating 30 times to 

go through 30 pages of search results. Within each iteration, the script leverages BeautifulSoup to parse the page 

source and accumulate article URLs into a list named link_list. Additionally, the script navigates to subsequent 

search result pages by simulating a click on the “Next” button. A 2-second delay is integrated into each loop cycle 

to avert server overloads by moderating the request frequency. Ultimately, the script gathers a collection of URLs, 

prepared to be saved for further analysis. 

 

 

Figure 2. Data from Google News Being Collected 
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As shown in Figure 3 below, to collect each main page and comments of the topic ‘Virtual influencers,’ on 

Quora, the Python script initiates by importing necessary libraries including Selenium for web automation, 

BeautifulSoup for web scraping, openpyxl for Excel operations, and tqdm for displaying progress bars. It then 

defines a set of functions to facilitate browser automation and Excel operations: get_driver to initialize a Selenium 

WebDriver instance, send_key to send text to webpage elements, click to simulate click actions, get_text to retrieve 

text from webpage elements, save_excel to save data to an Excel file, and load_excel to retrieve data from an Excel 

file. Subsequently, the script initializes a WebDriver to navigate to a Quora page concerning virtual influencers, 

setting up necessary variables for data extraction. A loop then triggers to load a sufficient number of articles by 

simulating page down key presses and periodically checking the number of loaded articles until it meets a specified 

minimum. Following this, another loop iterates over each article on the loaded page, attempting to expand them 

for more detail. After that, the script extracts initial data such as article titles, links, and contents, storing them in 

a list which is then saved to an Excel file using save_excel. Then, the script reloads this data from the Excel file 

and iterates over each link to extract further details including comments, which is subsequently saved to a new 

Excel file, thereby compiling a rich dataset ready for analysis. The entire operation exemplifies a powerful 

approach to web data extraction leveraging Python script for the data collection. 

 

 

Figure 3. Data from Quora Being Collected 

 

For YouTube scripts, as shown in Figure 3, the software program initiates by installing the necessary Python 

packages, YouTube-transcript-API and YouTube-search-python, to facilitate YouTube data retrieval. It then 

imports required modules and classes from these packages along with openpyxl for data storage and tqdm for 

displaying a progress bar. Subsequently, it initializes a YouTube search for videos related to the query ‘AI 

influencer,’ limiting the results to 100 videos, and extracts the IDs of these videos, storing them in a list. Utilizing 

a loop, it attempts to fetch the transcripts of each video using their respective IDs, and if successful, aggregates 

the transcript lines into a single string, which is then paired with the video ID in a data list. The collected data is 

then stored in an Excel file, with columns denoting the ‘YouTubeID’ and ‘Subtitles.’ Separately, the script also 

fetches the transcript of a specific video identified by the ID “KsukWAE5C_k,” aggregates the transcript lines, 

and stores this data in a different Excel file, with columns labeled in Korean, translating to ‘YouTubeID’ and 

‘Subtitles.’ The script serves as an automated tool for extracting and storing YouTube video transcripts, aiding in 
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the large-scale analysis of video content on the platform. The Python scripts1 can be found and used for research 

and teaching purposes. 

 

Figure 4. Data from YouTube Being Collected 

 

3.2 Data Preprocessing Procedure 

 

Upon data collection, a data preprocessing procedure was executed in order to increase the accuracy of data 

analysis by deleting uninterpretable words and collocating meaningful word sequences. To be more specific, 1) 

the parts of speech of the keywords were set to extract only “nouns” and “adjectives” from the selected texts, 2) 

compound words such as “artificial intelligence” were set to treat as a single word, 3) words like “Artificial 

Intelligence,” “artificial intelligence,” and “AI” were set to be dealt with as a single word, and 4) special characters, 

symbols, and numbers were excluded. Then, the data was analyzed through NetMiner 4.4.2C.  

For the data collected from Quora, Google News, and YouTube had also been preprocessed by using Python 

scripts. Several libraries such as Selenium, Tqdm, and Openpyxl were initially imported to facilitate web scraping 

and data storage processes. The Python script initiates by importing the necessary modules to facilitate the tallying 

of word occurrences, and pandas to manage data effectively. Following this, a function named 

make_word_frequency is defined to calculate the frequency of words within a given text; it processes the text to 

remove punctuation and numeric values, normalizes it to lowercase, and utilizes Counter to enumerate the 

frequency of each word, storing this data in a pandas DataFrame. The script then processes two separate text files 

in two blocks of similar structure: initially, it reads data from a text file and undergoes a series of preprocessing 

steps including the removal of certain characters, standardization of quotation marks, and segmentation of text into 

lines based on specific delimiters; subsequently, it filters and cleans individual lines based on a set of criteria, 

aggregates them into a singular text string, and writes this preprocessed text into a new file. Parallelly, the 

make_word_frequency function is invoked to compute the frequency of words in the preprocessed text, the results 

of which are saved into a CSV file. This procedure is mirrored for the second text file with slight variations to 

adapt to its unique structure, resulting in another set of preprocessed text and word frequency CSV files. The script 

exemplifies a structured approach to textual data analysis, showcasing the utility of Python in data science and text 

analytics tasks. 

                                           
1 The following is the link for the Python scripts that anyone interested can refer to: 

https://github.com/MARTINCAN94/KASELL. 
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3.3 Data Analysis 

 

For data analysis, keyword network analysis was applied to elucidate how certain keywords frequently appear 

together, a critical aspect in comprehending the subject matter at hand. This analytical approach facilitated a deeper 

insight into both individual node attributes and the holistic properties of the network, using metrics such as “degree,” 

representing the word's localized connections, and “density” and “centrality,” which delineate broader network 

characteristics. Furthermore, the centrality analysis, encapsulating ‘degree centrality,’ ‘betweenness centrality,’ 

and ‘closeness centrality,’ was vital in illustrating the central positioning of nodes within the network structure. 

Specifically, ‘degree centrality’ was leveraged, calculating centrality based on the total number of edges linked to 

a single node, to gauge the core influence points within the network. Consistent with methodologies adopted in 

past research (Kwon 2019, Kwon 2022), the findings of the data analysis were conveyed visually, utilizing word 

clouds and 2-D spring maps grounded on degree centrality in the word network. This visualization technique 

allowed for an accessible understanding of the prevailing trends and focal discussion points regarding the 

phenomenon of virtual influencers, fostering a comprehensive grasp of the topic among students. 

 

 

4. Results 

 

The study attempted to analyze the Korean social media users’ perceptions of “virtual influencer Rozy” based 

on the comments on Naver news articles, YouTube video clips, and Instagram feeds on the virtual figure to 

stimulus. To this end, the researchers conducted keyword frequency analysis followed by network analysis and 

co-occurrence keywords analysis. 

 

Table 1. Frequency of Top 10 Keywords (by Platform) 

Platform 

 

Rank 

Naver YouTube Instagram 

Keyword Frequ 

ency 

Keyword Frequ 

ency 

Keyword Frequency 

1 virtual human 

(gasang-ingan) 308 person (saram) 391 Rozy 642 

2 person (saram) 279 virtual (gasang) 263 influencer 535 

3 none (up-da) 268 same (gat-da) 224 gram (geuraem) 482 

4 same (gat-da) 242 good (joh-tah) 192 virtual (gasang) 317 

5 human (ingan) 185 none (up-da) 183 virtual 270 

6 advertisement 

(gwang-go) 185 face (eolgul) 167 star 252 

7 virtual (gasang) 184 Rozy 155 gratitude (gamsa) 248 

8 

like (joh-ta) 177 

advertisement 

(gwang-go) 152 Oh Rozy (oh-roji) 177 

9 

celebrity (yeonyein) 175 

virtual human 

(gasang-ingan) 150 daily life (il-sang) 157 

10 article (gisa) 165 human (ingan) 124 daily(deilli) 143 

 

  Table 1 demonstrates ten most frequent words that appear in user comments on the three platforms: Naver, 

YouTube, and Instagram. The term “person (saram)” is ranked at the top on both Naver and YouTube but at the 

20th on Instagram. The same can be said for the term “human (ingan)” which is synonymous with “person.” While 

“human” is the 5th and 10th most frequently used words in Naver and YouTube comments, it is non-existent in the 
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top 100th on Instagram. Another noteworthy aspect is that verbs such as “like (joh-ta)” and “is similar to (gat-da)” 

appear within the top 10th most frequent words in both Naver and YouTube comments, they are far less frequently 

used in Instagram comments. A more in-depth reading of these differences will be provided later in Table 5, which 

demonstrates co-occurrence network analysis. Furthermore, both Naver and YouTube comments list 

“advertisement (gwang-go)” respectively at the 6th and 8th, and money-related words like “money (don)”—24th on 

YouTube—and “advertisement cost (gwang-go-bi)”—50th on Naver—make frequent appearance, Instagram 

comments frequently contain fashion-related terms that do not appear in the other two platforms. Those words 

include “daily life (il-sang),” “daily (dae-il-li),” “fashion,” “selfie,” “model,” and “outfit (codi).” The words are 

reflections of Rozy’s Instagram captions, a brief description that appears underneath a photo on Instagram, which 

means that they are repetitions of and replies to Rozy’s words rather than the users’ own thoughts. Finally, 

combined word frequency of Naver, YouTube, and Instagram comments is visualized via word cloud as in Figure 

5.  

 

 
Figure 5. Word Cloud of Keywords (Combined Data from Naver, YouTube, and Instagram) 

 

There are three prominent themes in Figure 5: technology, Rozy’s appearance, and advertisements. The 

technology-related words from the table are “fascinating (sin-gi/29th),” “technology (gi-sool/33rd),” “weird (ih-

sang/55th),” “video (young-sang/85th),” and “fake (ga-jja/93rd).” They are a mixture of words with both positive 

and negative connotations and a further analysis of those words will be provided in Table 3, the co-occurrence 

analysis. The second theme is Rozy’s appearance. The related words are “pretty (ih-ppeu-da/10th,, ye-ppeu-

da/21st),” “face (ul-gul/11th),” “celebrity (yeon-ye-in/16th),” “attractiveness (mae-ryeok/23rd),” and “cool (meot-ji-

da/28th).” The words associated with Rozy’s looks tend to be positive. Furthermore, words like “eyes (noon/40th)” 

and “arms (pal/41th)” also signal high interest in Rozy’s physical appearance. The third theme is related to 

advertisements. As examined in Table 1, words like “outfit (codi/44th)” and “clothes (ott/47th),” along with words 

like “envy (boo-rup-da/80th),” indicate users’ interest in and admiration of Rozy’s fashion.  

The keywords with the highest degree centrality in the three platforms are in the order as shown in the Table 2. 
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Degree centrality is “a simple count of the total number of connections linked to a vertex” (Michigan, Shneiderman, 

and Smith 2010, p. 71). It is a crude measuring of popularity, meaning that it counts how many edges, that is 

connections, a given word has to other words. Therefore, it is a simple way of assessing a word’s prominence in a 

given text.  

 

Table 2. Degree Centrality of Top 10 Keywords (by Platform) 
Platform 

 

Rank 

Naver YouTube Instagram 

Keyword Centrality Keyword Centrality Keyword Centrality 

1 there is no 

(up-da) 0.138158 

person 

(saram) 0.158921 

gram 

(geuraem) 0.10084 

2 virtual 

human 

(gasang-ingan) 0.131579 

there is no 

(up-da) 

 

0.110945 

 

Rozy 

 

0.079832 

 

3 person 

(saram) 0.131579 

virtual 

(gasang) 0.089955 

daily routine 

(ilsang) 0.077731 

4 is similar to 

(gat-da) 0.110197 

is similar to 

(gat-da) 0.088456 star (star) 0.073529 

5 celebrity 

(yeon-ye-in) 0.085526 like (joh-ta) 0.082459 

Fashion 

(paesyeon) 0.067227 

6 

human 

(ingan) 

 

0.082237 

 

virtual 

human 

(gasang-

ingan) 

0.067466 

 

trip 

(yeohaeng) 

 

 

0.065126 

 

 

7 virtual 

(gasang) 0.077303 face (eol-gul) 0.064468 

photo shoot 

(chwaryeong) 0.054622 

8 advertisemen

t (gwang-go) 

0.067434 

 

model 

 

0.05997 

 

styling (kodi) 

 

0.054622 

 

9 

good (jota) 0.064145 

think 

(saeng-gak) 0.055472 daily(deilli) 0.048319 

10 

article (gisa) 0.060855 Rozy (roji) 0.049475 

gratitude 

(gamsa) 0.044118 

 

Table 2 shows the words’ degree centrality from Naver, YouTube, and Instagram, and it repeats some of the 

observations from Table 1. Comments from Naver and YouTube share fifteen out of top twenty words with the 

highest degree centrality: “there is no (up-da),” “virtual human (gasang-ingan),” “person (saram),” “is similar to 

(gat-da),” “celebrity (yeon-ye-in),” “human (ingan),” “virtual (gasang),” “advertisement (gwang-go),” “like (joh-

ta),” “Rozy,” “face (eol-gul),” “model,” “there exist (it-da),” “think (saeng-gak),” and “Adam.” Instagram 

comments, on the other hand, only share four keywords with the other two platform comments: “Rozy,” “model,” 

“like (joh-ta),” and “person (saram).” As with the Table 1’s analysis, Instagram comments are replies to Rozy’s 

original captions and repeats many of Rozy’s own words. This reaffirms an earlier observation that Instagram user 

comments differ from the other two platform users in that they largely approve and reflect what Rozy says in her 

captions.  
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Figure 6. Degree Centrality of Keywords  

(Combined Data from Naver, YouTube, and Instagram) 

 

Figure 6 shows combined degree centrality of the three platforms’ comments. The list repeats most of the words 

listed in Table 2. The words in the top twenty, such as “good (joh-ta),” “pretty (i-ppeu-da),” and “pretty (ye-ppeu-

da)” indicate positive reception of Rozy. Upon conducting network analysis, the study examined word pairs with 

strong connection strength based on the frequency of the keywords that occur simultaneously (See Table 3).  

 

 

Table 3. Top 10 Co-occurrent Keywords (Combined Data from Naver, YouTube, and Instagram) 
Platform 

 

Rank 

Naver YouTube Instagram 

Source Target Weight Source Target Weight Source Target Weight 

1 virtual 

(gasang) 

human 

(ingan) 

46 virtual 

(gasang) 

character 

(Inmul) 82 virtual influencer 486 

2 virtual 

(gasang) 

character 

(Inmul) 

30 person 

(saram) 

face 

(eolgul) 43 Rozy 

Oh Rozy 

(oh-roji) 349 

3 interest 

(gwansim) 

None 

(up-da) 

23 same 

(gat-da) 

human 

(saram) 36 

gram 

(geuraem) star 307 

4 virtual 

(gasang) 

model 

(model) 

22 virtual 

(gasang) 

face 

(eolgul) 33 

virtual 

(gasang) influencer 290 

5 same 

(gat-da) 

person 

(saram) 

21 virtual 

(gasang) 

human 

(ingan) 30 

gram 

(geuraem) Rozy 288 

6 person 

(saram) 

good 

(jota) 

21 virtual 

(gasang) 

model 

(model) 27 

virtual 

(gasang) virtual 247 

7 person 

(saram) 

none 

(up-da) 

20 person 

(saram) 

reality 

(silje) 25 

virtual 

(gasang) Rozy 241 

8 man 

(nam ja) 

woman 

(yeo ja) 

19 

technolog

y (gisul) 

develop-

ment 

(balgeon) 25 

virtual 

(gasang) 

gram 

(geuraem) 205 

9 virtual 

human 

(gasang 

ingan) 

advertise

ment 

(gwang-

go) 

19 

body 

(mom) 

person 

(saram) 23 

gram 

(geuraem) influencer 205 

10 person 

(saram) 

face 

(eolgul) 

17 

appliances 

(gajeon) 

house-

wife 

(jubu) 20 

gram 

(geuraem) 

Oh Rozy 

(oh-roji) 194 

 

Table 3 demonstrates co-occurrence pair of frequently used words in the three platforms’ comments. This table 

makes intelligible what have been discussed so far. Previous discussions showed that verb phrases like “there is 

no (up-da),” “is similar to (gat-da),” and “like (jot-ta)” locate at the top of both frequency and degree centrality 
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measures. Table 3 explains subjects and objects that are related to those verb phrases. Naver comments show the 

following words’ co-occurrence with “there is no (up-da)”: “interest (gwansim),” “person (saram)” “work (il),” 

“human (ingan),” “necessity (pil-yo),” “scandal (sago),” and “attractiveness (mae-ryeok).” YouTube comments 

overlap three of these words: “person (saram)” “work (il),” and “necessity (pil-yo).” Instagram comments, on the 

other hand, share none. This illuminates two things. One is that comments’ characteristics differ according to the 

platforms. While Naver and YouTube comments discussed the phenomenon of virtual influencer in general, 

Instagram comments largely reflected Rozy’s words in her posts and captions. The other is, Naver and YouTube 

comments are more critical toward Rozy and the phenomenon of virtual influencer, since Naver and YouTube’s 

frequent comments expressed that “they were not interested in” and “do not need” virtual influencers.  

Besides, “interest (gwansim)” and “there is no (up-da)” pair which is 3rd on the Naver list, Naver also lists “look 

(ggol)” and “hate (sil-ta)” pair as the 18th highest weighted. In Korean language, “ggol bogi sil-ta” is an expression 

that means one hates the sight of something that they do not wish to look at. This negative emotion reaffirms 

previous finding that Naver comment users’ disapproving opinion toward Rozy as explained with “there is not 

(up-da)” and “interest (gwansim)”/“necessity (pil-yo)” pairs. YouTube, on the other hand, involves comments that 

discuss technological development. The “technology (gi-sul)” and “development (bal-jeon)” pair shows 8th highest 

weight and related word pairs such as “face (eol-gul)” and “photoshop (hap-seong)”; “line (seon)” and “dance 

(choom)”; “motion” and “capture”; and “technology (gi-sul)” and “like (joh-ta)” indicate high interest in 

technological capability that makes Rozy’s facial expression and dance movement appear natural. 

Additionally, from this analysis issues regarding public resentment towards celebrity wealth and the “uncanny 

valley” theory can be discussed in a classroom. There seems to be a noticeable sense of “relative deprivation” 

among the younger generation in Korea towards celebrity wealth, as indicated by various studies and user 

comments on the Naver platform. They perceive the wealth and lifestyle of celebrities as undeserved, fostering 

resentment and a desire for AI influencers like Rozy who might reduce product advertising costs. This sentiment, 

rooted in existing economic insecurities among younger generations, could potentially be utilized as a discussion 

point in CLIL (Content and Language Integrated Learning) classes to explore societal trends, economic disparities, 

and the evolving nature of celebrity culture and advertisement strategies in Korea. Another point of discussion can 

be the concept of the “uncanny valley,” initially proposed by Mori (2012), in relation to virtual influencers like 

Rozy. While there are mixed responses to Rozy’s human resemblance, the discussion tends to lean more towards 

concerns about the virtual influencer phenomenon rather than Rozy’s uncanny appearance per se. It was noted that 

negative responses are relatively minimal and that many users show affection towards Rozy, indicating a potential 

shift in perception of virtual influencers. This topic can be introduced in CLIL classes to foster discussions about 

the advancement of technology, the changing boundaries between humans and AI, and its impact on society and 

media consumption. 

In order to generate a vocabulary list, authentic data were gathered from platforms such as Google News, 

YouTube, and Quora, following the procedures outlined in the methodology segment of this research. The 

'AntConcWordProfiler' software tool was utilized to identify the keywords, which were then compiled into the 

chart illustrated below (Table 4). 
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Table 4. Keywords from Google News, YouTube, and Quora 

Platform 

Rank 

Google News YouTube Quora 

Keyword Frequency Keyword Frequency Keyword Frequency 

1 influencer 4557 AI 218 influencer 154 

2 brand  1825 influencer 109 VR 39 

3 digital 1019 GPT 26 AI 27 

4 AI 889 Swap 25 brand 26 

5 tech 486 fake 23 digital 23 

6 Miquela 433 ID 22 Imma 17 

7 metaverse 433 Miquela 21 platform 17 

8 platform 418 Discord 14 authenticity 14 

9 engagement 298 personality 13 personality 12 

10 retail 278 digital 12 avatar 7 

 

In the Google domain, the spotlight is on the “influencer (4557)” culture, melding with “brand (1825)” narratives 

and the reality of the “digital (1019)” era. This interactive narrative, encapsulating AI (889) breakthroughs and 

emerging “tech (486)” trends, is led by figures like “Miquela (433),” who dominate the discussions about the 

“metaverse (433).” The “platform (418)” observes a dynamic digital “engagement (298),” where individuals 

immerse in enriching interactions with virtual entities, significantly influencing the “retail (278)” sectors. Within 

this, names such as “Kyra (240),” “avatar (177),” and concepts like “copyright (129)” create ripples. Here, the role 

of individuals like “Maya (124)” and “Kami (119)” becomes pivotal, as conversations revolve around the latest 

“launch (167)” events and “debut (117)” stories. The ecosystem also thrives on discussions concerning “gen (109)” 

perspectives, “CGI (105)” developments, personalities like “Imma (104),” and insights from various “CEO (104)” 

figures, all encased within a thriving digital community fostered by “Brud (94).” 

Transitioning to YouTube, a platform where “AI (218)” initiates the conversation, followed by a rich exploration 

of the “influencer (109)” sphere. Topics like “GPT (26)” generate substantial interest, leading to a fascination with 

“swap (25)” technologies—technologies that open doors to experiences such as face swapping or ID swapping, 

providing learners an opportunity to grasp new concepts within context. This space fosters an atmosphere of 

critique and analysis, touching upon the “fake (23)” personas phenomenon and “ID (22)” validation processes. 

Users actively engage with platforms like “Discord (14),” where discussions surround digital “personality (13)” 

and “engagement (6)” with digital entities like “Miquela (21)” take center stage. This dynamic space fosters an 

environment where “experiential (5)” narratives thrive, with an emphasis on user “feedback (5)” and the creation 

of “fictional (5)” personas, exploring facets of digital existence ranging from the “Adam (4)” concept to “Asia (4)” 

focused dialogues, evaluating the “flawless (4)” virtual representation and the “drawback (4)” of digital 

advancements, all the while cherishing the “genuine (4)” interactions in the digital space. 

Lastly, the discourses on Quora unravel a multifaceted narrative encompassing “influencer (154)” dialogues and 

burgeoning “VR (39)” trends. Conversations on “AI (27)” intertwine with “brand (26)” discussions and “digital 

(23)” advancements. The spotlight also falls on figures like “Imma (17),” scrutinized within the discourse 

revolving around “platform (17)” credibility and “authenticity (14).” The dialogues here delve deeper, dissecting 

the “personality (12)” of virtual beings, the evolution of “avatar (7)” dynamics. Discussions here sprawl into 

concerns of “scam (7)” scenarios and implications surrounding “brand (7)” imaging. Furthermore, topics such as 

“render (7),” “generator (7),” “unreal (6),” “chatbot (6),” and “icon (6)” not only add depth to the conversation but 

offer a rich ground for exploration and learning. Thus, the wordlist can be used to stir up learner engagement for 

learning and using words with authentic materials for speaking and writing activities in a CLIL classroom based 

on the discussion points derived from the analysis of domestic sentiments. 
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5. Discussions and Conclusion 

 

In the expansive realm of digital discourse surrounding virtual influencers, collections of data extracted from 

various platforms reveal profound people’s insights. This study unravels the intricate web of narratives and public 

perceptions stemming from diverse sources-from Korean comments on the Naver platform and various YouTube 

and Instagram comment sections to YouTube scripts and English news articles on Google News and Quora 

responses. 

This study analyzed user comments in three popular social media platforms in Korea-Naver, YouTube, and 

Instagram—by using text-mining method. Its aim was to elucidate what opinions and feelings people have toward 

Rozy specifically and about virtual influencers generally. As a relatively new phenomenon but one with high 

potential of growth, Rozy or virtual influencer is an important subject of study. This study found stark differences 

in contents and sentiments in user comments in the three platforms and found the causes in its functions and 

varying levels of user anonymity. Naver news articles, one with the highest level of user anonymity, attracted the 

most critical comments about Rozy; YouTube, a video-sharing platform, attracted the most CGI technology-

related comments. On the other hand, Instagram, with the lowest level of user anonymity, attracted the most 

favorable comments. Furthermore, this study also found that users were feeling a sense of “relative deprivation” 

at celebrities who, in their opinion, were living luxurious lifestyles. Users expressed such resentment by using 

Rozy as a proxy through which they can make even with celebrities. In other words, celebrities will no longer be 

able to have it so easy in their lives as virtual influencers will gradually take over their jobs. Last finding was that 

unlike previous studies about virtual influencers and robots, “uncanny valley” did not have significant impact on 

public perceptions about Rozy.  

Shifting the focus to the English wordlist created from authentic materials derived from YouTube scripts, 

English news articles on Google News, and responses on Quora, the analysis of the English corpus from Google 

News underscores a pronounced emphasis on influencer culture, which is closely connected with narratives around 

brand identity in the digital domain. It is apparent that there is an increasing interest in technological developments, 

including AI and emerging tech trends, fostering vibrant discussions centered on the concept of the “metaverse.” 

Noteworthy virtual influencers like Miquela are leading the conversations, considerably shaping public perception 

and engagement across various sectors, including retail. 

In contrast, the YouTube platform serves as a fertile ground for discussion where narratives revolving around 

AI and influencers hold a central position. There is a marked focus of discussion points on technology related 

topics such as GPT and technology swaps catching significant attention. These encourage users to delve into and 

critique concepts like fake personas and partake in discussions regarding ID verification processes. These 

conversations frequently extend to platforms like Discord, providing a lively environment for enhanced digital 

interactions. 

Meanwhile, Quora is experiencing a surge in discussions related to influencers and burgeoning VR trends, 

intertwining with conversations about brand development and digital advancements. In this space, the discourse 

deepens, centering on critical analysis encompassing themes of authenticity, personality dynamics, and avatar 

developments, among others. 

Overall, this research underscores the pivotal role platform characteristics play in shaping the discourse, 

resonating well with Marshall McLuhan’s assertion that “the medium is the message.” In this scenario, a nuanced 

approach to data analysis becomes crucial, acknowledging the subtle distinctions between platforms and the 

content they host to construct a detailed and precise portrait of the swiftly transforming digital narrative landscape. 

As research with big data analysis via social media, this study contains some inherent limitations as a natural 
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result of the methodology. First, it requires a cautious interpretation of data analysis since they are based on the 

indirect information withdrawn from big data, not on the direct information acquired from surveys, interviews, etc. 

(Ham and Chae, 2012). Second, big data analysis of social network platforms has only recently begun to gain 

attention in the field of social science, and it has often been limited to exploratory research. Lastly, whether the 

comments from the selected social media site during a specific period of time accurately represent the public’s 

opinion on the concerned issue is questionable. Additionally, when the amount of data attained from one media 

platform predominates, its effect on the results of the data analysis may skew the analysis.  

Regardless of the above limitations, however, the study is meaningful in that 1) it quantitatively analyzed big 

data composed of a large amount of non-structured text; 2) it also deals with a timely topic in the current situation 

while the public interest in virtual influencers is rising in a CLIL classroom; 3) the natural and detailed expressions 

of the public in the collected comments from each social media platform contains information that is hard to obtain 

from surveys or other traditional means of data collection; 4) it clearly reveals the varied characteristics of each 

social media platform users through media-specific comments on the virtual influencer Rozy; and 5) it showcases 

the use of authentic materials turned into a wordlist to help learners’ engagement. 

As researchers, it becomes imperative to recognize and appreciate these intricate differences between platforms 

and the type of content (be it the main body of text, comments, captions, or others) they host. A nuanced approach 

to data collection thus becomes essential, where not just the platform's unique characteristics, but also the specific 

type of content within the platform needs to be considered, to sketch a more accurate and comprehensive picture 

of the evolving digital narrative landscape. 
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